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Press Release 

America Solely Arranges for a Terrifying Regional 
Situation in Tunisia 

(Translated) 

Here is Tunisia wakening to a catastrophe and a new type of terrorism prepared by the 
politicians behind the back of the people and the Ummah. 

Here is Tunisia after these suspicious military and political agreements with the United 
States - God forbid – meant to serve as Kuwait for Iraq and the consequent tragedy known 
to all, and through this way Tunisia enters in a regional game, rather a terrifying destructive 
international game. 

To achieve this, Tunisia was given the privilege to be the unique ally within NATO and 
what that entails from is the establishment of military bases or spying platforms and 
intelligence and military and logistical facilities on the land of resistance, Tunisia. And 
thereupon began an assemblage of politicians accused of insulting Algeria by claiming that 
the new position of Tunisia within NATO is not its business, this is why the Zionist Bernard 
Levy came to Tunisia at the invitation of suspicious parties touring about and secured his 
network of contacts. And Nicolas Sarkozy, the failure and the deceitful, is received 
shamelessly as Heads of State and heroes and furthermore is even allowed to make 
statements against Algeria and Libya of blatant disregard, contempt and provocation. As a 
reminder, Sarkozy not long ago described the revolutionary migrants in France as insects 
and villains, and it was he who supported the suppressive acts by Ben Ali to the last 
moment, to the last drop of blood, and he is a dear friend of the system of corruption and 
corrupt people in the Bin Ali regime even outside the formal framework. To this end, and 
before that, the drama of operations was prepared for the Americans to gain a tight grip and 
justify their overt intervention, through the terrorist operations of an international scale, even 
children  found the official narrative unbelievable. Conditions were prepared to crack down 
on serious politicians and the Islamic movement in general and on many platforms and 
mosques and many from the media outlets. 

Thus this confirms today what Hizb ut Tahrir said months ago, that Tunisia is in a state 
of captivity and that Algeria is the future strategic booty of the United States of America. 
Today it has become a daily news report of and a scandal of an international scale that 
stuns everyone, and it is the revolution that is the responsibility of Tunisia and its people, 
that all waits for its results! Everyone is holding their breath fearing for the fate of Tunisia 
and Algeria and the region as a whole. 

We call the sincere and honest to severely account, accounting collectively and 
individually whoever caused this shameful situation, and we call them to stand in the face of 
all the conspirators internally and externally. 
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